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practitioner as well as the academically trained physician, influencedboth

the form and the content of the resulting texts: typically, the practical
needs of the lay members of the audience take precedence over

theoretical concerns!’ Consequently, the translator or compiler revises,

edits, and adapts his sources, even when he may announce to the

audience that he has translated his source virtually word for word into the

vernacular.9 '

Such a declaration appears in Welcome MS 225 (hereafter, MS 225), in

the Middle English treatise on uroscopy occupying the bulk of the

manuscript and entitled Liber Uricrisiarum (literally, "the book of the

decisions of urine").‘° Yet an assertion on the part of the compiler

appearing near the end of the treatise, that he has rendered the De Urinis

by Isaac ludaeus "nerhand word for worde‘ inlo English,“ misrepresents
what the compiler has in fact done with his principal Latin source.” The

relative brevity of the De Urinis, when compared with the sheer length of

the Middle English Liber Uricrisiarum, suggests that the compiler of the

MiddleEnglish text offers his reading audience an elaborationrather than

a literal translation of the original Latin text.” In many instances, the

compiler seems to have both expanded and condensed the material in his

main source, adding explanation to provide context for a point

presumably unfamiliar to his audience, or deleting information he

apparently considered less relevant to the pragmatic concerns of lay

practitioners. The overriding principle governing the compiler's treatment

of his source material in MS 225 is his attention to the lay members of his

audience, his desire to communicate learned medical knowledge as

clearly to them as possible.“ А comparison of the resulting Middle

English treatise with its Latin source implies that the compiler may have

envisioned a lay audience relying principally on knowledge gained

through experience and the reading of vernacular texts in its practice of

uroscopy, since it lacked the formal education in medicine that a course

of study at university would have provided. Indeed, the compiler's own

statement of rhetorical purpose appearing in MS 225 shows that he had

precisely this audience in mind: *mg all l wald undo in common speech,

bat all meg might understand & know, 3yf only mag wald fund me my

sustenance“ (p.142).

This statement specifying both rhetorical purpose and audience (as well as

the compiler's own financial predicament) other is one key factor

distinguishing the Liber Uricrisiarum in MS 225 from other uroscopies in

Middle English.” In addition, MS 225 presents a complete text of the

Liber Uricrisiarum; it does not lack portions of the treatise as do other
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Middle English versions.‘° As a uroscopic text it cannot be classified

according to origin exclusively with popular medical literature (e.g., some

recipe books) on the one hand or with university texts on the other, but

more accurately represents the middle ground between these "poles of a

continuum“, as Linda Voigts and Michael R. Mcvaugh have suggested

concerning uroscopic texts in general.” In using the De Urinis of Isaac

Judaeus as his main source and citing Isaac frequently throughout, the

compiler of the Liber Uricrisiarurn clearly draws on academic medical

literature, yet the resulting Middle English text shows his efforts to adapt
his source to the uneducated members of his audience.

Selected corresponding passages from the Latin and Middle English
versions demonstrate that the compiler engages in both minor and major
revision of his source, deleting portions of the original text, replacing

precisely worded statements with generalizations, and adding explanation
of points in the original treatise. This latter feature in particular represents
the compiler's emphasis on drawing connections among points and in

general providing for his audience a sense of context for the technical

knowledge being conveyed. Even the examples of minor editing show

generally consistent and purposeful application of the compiler‘s

guidelines for revision that we can infer from the text, as the following

passages indicate. In the Latin text, Isaac ludaeus cites a statement by
Galen on the kind of urine that signifies the healthof an individual, in that

the urine has little or no hypostasis (a type of sediment in urine). The

statement appears in Chapter One of De Urinis:

hoc est hypostasis, unde Galienus: “Urina in sanis pauxillam aut nullam

habet hypostasim, cum in vase diu remanserit, quod est propter virtutem

membrorum expellentium superfluitates ciborum per poras corporum."

Hypostasis ergo monstrat quantitatem actionis naturae in tertia digestione
in membris existente, monstrat et qualitatem coctionis chimorum in rarita-

te membrorum, qui generativi sunt morborum.‘3

The citation from Galen is followed by a statement by Isaac on the impor-

tance of hypo stasis in revealing the proper functioning of the body both

the "quantity" or degree of bodily function in the third digestion and the

quality of the "cooking" of the stomach fluids. The corresponding passage

in the Middle English treatise, appearing in Book One, Chapter Five, ren-

ders the original Latin as follows:

And bgrgforg says Galien pa_t uryn of bg heyle folk, when it has standyn &

restyd, hyt has bod lytyll ypostasis or ellys паша, & bis is bg philosophy, iģ

e_s_t bis is bg skyll. For bg kynd is myghty in hymself & cachys owt bg
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supe_2_rfluiteis be be poris of body. And l;a_rgforg eve_r wheg ypostasis

apperys b_e bg uryn__e, it tellys how mykyll kynd & be humogrs [are]

wyrkyngç in bg 3lrd| digestion. (pp. 64-65.)

The compiler has indeed translated the citation from Galen literally; the

phrases added by him (“bis is bg philosophy, id_ g his bg skyll") merely

serves the stylistic purpose of highlighting the explanation that follows, as

if to ensure that the reader pay more attention to it. Minor revision is evi-

dent, though, in the Compiler's imprecise translation of lsaac's comment

on Galen's statement (respectively, the last sentence in each quoted pas-

sage above). The MiddleEnglish version has lost some of the specificity of

the original Latin quantity and quality arg two separate and distinct enti-

ties, yet only the first is retained in the vernacular (‘how mykyll");‘9
furthermore, "humogrs" and "chimorum" (stomach fluids) are not identi-

cal but the resulting simplifying and generalizing of the original
statement shows even on a small scale the Compiler's tendency to

"uncomplicate" his source material for the lay reader.

The corresponding passages in both treatises describing the urine flask and

its proper use show a greater degree of departure from the original text

than the previous example, a departure that takes the form not of

simplification but of elaboration or expansion of the source. The

description of the proper urine flask for collecting and examining, urine

appears in Chapter Two of De Urinis as follows: "Colligatur in vase vitreo

albo, claro, et rotundo in fundo ad vesicae formant et operiatur a frigidu

aero, ut in (ja/umperrluret naturalisicut exit a corpore" (p.i S). The Middle

English version in Book One, Chapter Eight of the Liber Uricrisiarum

retains the precise description of the original even as it leaves out some

detail: “Pg place page um) aw to he collect & takyn in aw to he a

vessell of glas, clen, whyt, & thyn, & clergg, 8: rounde, & schapyn lyk be

vesye of tnaņ' (p.78). immediately obvious in the Middle rngusn version

is the cornpiler's literal translation of the descriptive adjectives in the

Latin, with a few synonyms added for good measure. Also tt()liu.:.Il)lc is

the compilers deletion, due to perhaps nothing more than oversight on

his part, of lsaac's instruction to the physician to cover the flask after

t.()ll('( ting a urine sample to retain its natural heat. The detail can hardly
be tonsidt-red 100 theoretical in nature to include; moreover, throughout
the section in which this passage appears the compiler stresses the care

with which one should collect and examine urine to ensure accurate

diagnosis, thus showing that he takes such detail seriously. Particularly

striking about the MiddleEnglish version, however, are the statements the

compiler has added to the description in his Latin source to explain why it
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is appropriate that the urine flask resemble the shape of the human

bladder:

For ryght as pgtys of ury_ņ has pang in vesye within mag, ryght sa,

because of р; forme 84 р; fygorg of pg vessell, pg uryn may schew Ну;

haly in hys kynde. For 0 pis wyse all pg um; & all hys pytys schewis pan)
to yloulr syght & to pg dome of mane in ordor of kynde, or ellys noght.

Kynd sa ordanys, schapys, & disponys on syk wys in pg body & in all pg

membri_s of pg body, pg; amang pg pa_rtyes ш arg called coņtenta шиш

(bodys apperaņd in р; игуп;)‚ as у; sall se in pg 2lndl buk, whylk arg

decydit 8: departyt fra pg me;r_\bri_s_ of pg body, he dyvysis & departys ращ
& puttys ращ in pg игуд as pai arg caused & gegdyrd in pg body: the

myddys in pg myddys, & pg ovgrmast abovyn. (pp.78—79)

This explanation, evidently triggered by the reference in Isaac to the blad-

der like shape of the urineflask, makes clear to the lay reader that features

like form are not arbitrary but rather highly relevant. Furthermore, it pro-

vides for the medical practitioner a sense of context for and connection

among three things: the tools of the trade, namely, the urine flask; the na-

tural shape and disposition of the human body; and the practice of

uroscopy. The passage establishes a direct relationship between the

location of various types of sediment in the urine sample (collected in the

flask) and the location of parts of the body and thus disease, thanks to the

correspondence, considered valid by medieval practitioners, between the

form of the flask and that of the human bladder. (Thus, sediment

suspended near the top of the urine sample indicates the upper region of

the body; sediment in the middle of the sample the middle region of the

body; and so on.) As the length of the passage indicates, lh'e explanation

continuesfor several lines before the compiler returns to his main source.

In general, his elaboration in this section of one key detail in his source

exemplifies his practice throughout the treatise of providing explanation
and context for the instructions and information he transmits to his

audience, evidently taking little knowledge, if any, for granted on the part

of his readers. Moreover, his view of uroscopy as a coherent, unified

science is as apparent here as his practice of adapting source material to

his audience.

The compiler of the über Uricrisiarum applies the same technique of ex-

panding his source by including explanation not present in the original as

effectively to a discussion of a fundamental principle of medieval

physiology, i.e., oompleccion, as he has to the specifications for the urine

flask. Implicit in the original passage in Isaac's De Urinis is the

assumption that the reader is already aware of the relationship among the
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four elements (air, fire, water, and earth), the four qualities (heat, cold,

moisture, and dryness), and the four humors (blood, choler, phlegm, and

black bile) as the basis for understanding the four temperaments

(sanguine, choleric, phlegmatic, and melancholic) and their relation to

disease. As a result, Isaac instead immediately identifies the finer

gradations of Complexio as he introduces the topic in Chapter Five:

De diversitate urinae secundum complexionem. Complexio generaliter di-

viditur in duo, vel enim naturalis est vel non naturalis. Naturalis est ex

quattuorcomposita qualitatibus, altera alteram non superante, hanc homi-

nes habentes complexionem urinam in liquore et colore habent

temperatam, id est citrinam, claram et mediocrem inter citrinum et

igneum colorern, liquorem mediocrem inter grossum et subtilem. Non

naturalis principaliter in duo dividitur, vel enim est simplex vel сот-

posita. Simplex est, cum una qualitas corporis dominatur complexioni.

Qualitates enim sunt quattuor, caliditas, frigiditas, humiditas et siccitas,

unde et simplices sunt quattuor complexiones, calidae et frigidae,
humidae et siccae. (pp. 21-22)

Isaac does list the four qualities in the Context of defining natural and non

natural Complexio, and then continues (in the text following the passage

above) with a discussion of the characteristics of the kind of urine

associated with each type. The medieval compiler, however, uses his

introduction of compleccion (in Book One, Chapter Nine) first as an

opportunity to educate his reader on the relationship among the elements,

qualities, humors, and temperaments before discussing in specific terms

how such matters affect a patient's urine:

For to knaw what compleccjon is, undyrstand pat pare arg 4 elemeņtys:

ignis, aer, aqua, & tgra / All alsa barg arg 4 humors, videlicet sanguis,

colera, fleuma, & malancolya: auctoritate blud, color, fleume, & ma|an-

coly. Now is barg 4 qualiteis awnswerand to pg 4 elemegtys & to pg 4

humors, as calicmgg, frigiditas, siccitas, & humi(_ilta_s: auctoritate hathede,

dryhede, caldhede, 8: mosthede. Now pis word aunswer-and in pis

matg is as mykyll for to say as acordande in kynde. Now pg 4 qualiteis

aunswers be m 4 elemegt 8: to pg 4 humors. For blud aunswers to aerg,

colrg to fyrg, fleume to walg, malancoly to erth. For aerg 8: blude is hat 8:

moyst; fyrg 8: colrg, hat 8: dry; watgg & fleume, cald 8: moyst; erth 8:

malagcoly, cald 8: dry / Pus may yy_ se how pg second four awnswers to

pe fyrst four, 8: pg thryd four to bath four. And of pise 3 fours is

ev<_-3_rythyngg erthly cor_n_pound 8: mad, 8: opog pg temperature 8:

disposition of pis 3 4l'sl standys be state, id e_§t hele or unhele, Iyf or

dede‚ of mag 8: best. (pp. 83-84)
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Īhese statements lead to a description of the physical characteristics and

personality traits of each temperament, followed by a discussion of the

four ages of man” and a digression on the ages of the world, before the

compiler specifies the type of urine representative of each compleccion.
In the process of adapting the Latin text, the compiler leaves out of the

Middle English version any reference to natural or non natural complexio,
instead using as labels the terms for the four qualities, which do appear in

Isaac; and the four temperaments (i.e., sanguine, choleric, phlegmatic,
and melancholic), which do not.“ The generalization (absent in Isaac's

treatise) appearing at the end of the MiddleEnglish version above plainly
and thus effectively summarizes the potentially confusing connection

among the various sets of fours in which the lay reader might lose himself.

It allows the reader to place the technical detail of the passage in the

broad context of health and disease.

One other feature of the Middle English text notable for its absence in

lsaac's treatise and thus part of the Compiler's elaboration of his main

source is a brief comment concerning medieval “bedside manner‘

appearing in the instructions for examining a patient's urine (Book One,

Chapter Eight): ‘And tak heide ш ernang all bis poyntys, if yu be in

pgsence of pg seyk, yy_ bus pyn пущ аП comfurth p_a_t y_u may & mast, &

counsellyngg hym for hys saule" (p.80). Such advice, addressed directly to

the reader, reveals the compiler's recognition of the everyday world of

medical practice that his audience no doubt encountered, educated

practitioners or not; it is a simple reminder that the practitioner view his

patient as a human and spiritual being even as he concentrates on the

contents of the urine flask. By contrast, it makes Isaac's De Urinis seem

much more the academic text in its tone and general approach to the

subject of uroscopy. Here and in other instances the über Uricrisiarum

appears patient-oriented rather than disease-oriented.

Such techniques of revision in working with sources‘ may have their

drawbacks; one may, for example, be obliged to admit that the medieval

compiler sacrifices stylistic control in his efforts to tailor his source to the

lay members of his audience. Compared to the Middle English text, the

Latin of Isaac's treatise reads stylistically as a concise, coherent whole.

Yet the Compiler's clear sense of rhetorical purpose throughout the

vernacular treatise, governing his treatment of his principal source,

provides coherence of another sort where stylistic unity may be lacking.

Any critique one may justifiably raise concerning matters of style in the

Liber Uricrisiarum diminishes neither the importance of the treaties as a

text addressing lay medical practitioners nor the cornpiler's accomplish-

ment in making available to them authoritative medical knowledge.”
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oi the Pacific under the title, "Īhe Adaptation of Source to Audience in Middle English Medical

Prose: Ihe Example of Wellcorne MS 225,‘ a1 the University of California, Irvine, on February

21, 1992.

2 See the text of theLgtiin the first two volumes of T.O.Coclrayne's nineteenth century

edition Lggmg,wgggunkg, and of £_u_ly_£_ng|gg revised with an introduction

by Charles Singer, 3 vols. (London: Holland Press, 1961).

3
Charles H.Talbot, (London: Oldboume Book Co., un., 1967),

p.lB. Talbol mentions the borrowings in the [gmfrom Paul of Aegina, a compiler of

Galen, and ofAlexander of Tralles, the sixth-cemury Byzantine physician, among others. See

also the more recent studies by M.LCarneron,IgitsSources and their Use in

its Cornpilation<'_§_ml_q |2 (1903), p. 153-62; and 'The Sources of Medical

Knowledgein Anglo-SaxonEngland,‘ aglg ň11 (1983). „N 135-SS.

4
H.]. de Vriend provides a critical edition ofthe Old Erqllsh text with Latin version in ]hg_Q_lg

dg_Qg3§_r_igd_ih;s,EETS o.s. 286 (London: Oxford University

Press, 1984).

5
These examples exist side by side with other rom, such as charms, that draw on follrloric or

magical sources; see the collection of charms in the Lacnunga in l. H.G.Grattan and C.Singer,
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eds. Gerhard Bauder and Gundolf Keil (Darrnstui: Wlsunscha Buchgesellschaft, 1982i,

p.26.
7

Middle English ls of course the dominam language of such texts, though not the only one;

pauages
in Latin orAnglo-Norman often occur. .

°
Baaderandi(eil,pp. 20.-27.

9
See the sirnilar observations ‘of Faye Marie Getz concerning the Middle English version of

55'50"“ „WIND in 119110131!umi" Medlwll Enshmt

and those of Peter Murray Jones concerning Middle English versions of John of Arderne in

‘Four Middle English Translations of John ofNderne' inmi§g

written in a predominantlyNorthern dialect,although some East Midland forms occur.

“
Folio nav (p. из in the edition cited below: the treatise occupies rr. si_.i43v in the

manuscript). in the sameпиететthe cornpiler refers to Isaac's treatise asthe "Bull of Uryns"

and 1o Isaac himself as 'be noble low: FOl ire сырые lead ofWellcome MS 225, see Joanne

lasin, "A Critical Edition ofthe Middle English über Uricrisiarum in Wellcorne MS 225‘ idiss.,

Tulane University, 1983; Ann Arbor, UMI, |984). All subseqierl quotations from the über

Uricrisiarum in Welicome MS 225 are talren from this edition of the manuscript and are

documented by page nunber. lnthe edltlat, expansionofall ‘abbreviations ll‘! suspensions in

the manuscript is indicated by underlining. i have followed modern conventions in adding
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punctuation. Alternate readings provided by the compiler appear in parentheses. l completed

the dissertation working solely from micro the quotations provided here, however,

incorporate revisions based on my subsequent examination in person of the original

manuscript at the Wellcorne Institute for the History of Medicine in London.

п
Īhe Latin treatise, one of the principal works of the Hebrew physician lsaac ludaeus (born in

830 in Egypt), was originally written in Arabic and became available to the West in the

eleventh century, thanks to Constantinus Africanus' Latin translation of the Arabic text. tt

remained one of the chief authoritative works on the science of uroscopy, the principal

method of diagnosis, throughout the Middle Ages, and as part of the Articella was required

reading for students in the medical faculties at Salerno, Paris, Bologna, Montpellier,

Cambridge, and Oxford.

“Moreover, since the compiler of the Liber Uricrisiarum in MS 225 cites numerous other

authorities, medical and otherwise, throughout the treatise, it is clear that he has included in

the Middle English text material from other sources in addition to De Urinis. The scope of this

discussion, however, is limited to the main source cited by the compiler, namely, Isaac's

uroscopic text.

„As onewould expect, this governing principle affects the prose style of the Middle English

treatise as well, as I have discussed in a forthcoming article entitled ‘The Compiler's

Awareness of Audience in Medieval Medical Prose: The Example of Wellcome MS 22S,‘ to be

published in the |ggmgl of [gig and Qmanic ЕЩЁ! ltemative date of publication:

April, |994).

'5
in his essay ‘Medical Manuscripts in Middle English" (зщщш 4s 119701. pp. 393-41 s),

Rossell Hope Robbins lists 35 uroscopies in Middle English, several of which are fragments.

Linda Voigts updates Robbins‘ list in her essay ‘Medical Prose‘ in Middle Engligg Prose: A

wording and content, Sloane 1100 does not contain the statement of rhetorical purpose that

appears in MS 225 as quoted above. Sloane 1100 may be added to the list of manuscripts

containing uroscoptcs cited by both Robbins, pp. 399 and 414-1 5; and Voigts, pp. 328-29.

и’
The manuscript does, however, lack two mentioned in the text, one of a wheel used in

calculating leap year and the other of the шиши or mugurai, presumably depicting the

Ptolemaic universe. Wellcome MS 226 also contains a Middle English text entitled über

Uricrisiarum that does include much olthe material ofMS 225, but it is incomplete, ending on

folio 71v1n Chapter Eight ofloolt Two, where as MS 225 continues with a third book, endlng

on folia 143v. See SALMoorat.

11.y0n,1515), which he cornparer with MS 1154 in the Leipzig University Llhnry to verily the

accuracy of the sixteenth-century printed edition. Peine does not however, rehr to or include
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in his edition the extensive commentary by Petrus Hispanus, included in the copy of the 1515

edition that I examined in the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin (West).

'9
That this simplification is a result of the inability of Middle English vocabulary to render the

distinction is unliltely, since the Middle English equivalents of ‘quantity’ and ‘quality’ occur

elsewhere in MS 225.

2°
Also mentioned in Isaac's treatise, p.21 in Peine's edition.

2l
This discrepancy naturally suggests, as mentioned previoysly, that the compiler may be

combining material from another source with the information in De Urinis.
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